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Distances between cube configurations 

 !e distance between            .     and    .. . 
 

is the minimal number of moves between them



Understand the geometry (size, shape, …) of this 
configuration space. 

Rubik’s cube graph 
 
Vertices = configurations 
 
Edges = elementary moves (face rotations) 



!eorem (Rokicki-Kociemba-Davidson-Dethridge, 2011) 

!e diameter of the (3 by 3 by 3) Rubik’s cube graph is 
20. 



!eorem (Demaine-Demaine-Eisenstat-Lubiw-Winslow) 

!e diameter of the n by n by n Rubik’s cube graph grows 
like n  / log(n).2



But what do Rubik’s cube graphs look like?

!e 3 by 3 by 3 has 43,252,003,274,489,856,000 vertices.

!e 2 by 2 by 2 has 3,674,160 vertices.



!e only Rubik’s cube graph 
successfully visualized.



Fact 
!e diameter of the 3 by 3 Chroma-square graph is 6.



!eorem (P.-Turner) 

!e diameter of the n by n Chroma-square graph grows 
like n  .2



!eorem (P.-Turner) 

!e diameter of the n by n Chroma-square graph grows 
like n  .2



!eorem (P.-Turner) 

!e diameter of the n by n Chroma-square graph grows 
like n  .2



Fun facts about arbitrary colorings 
- If there are at least 2 square tiles of the same color, the graph 
is connected. 
- Diameter grows at most like n    for any coloring.2



Flip graphs of polygons (Sleator-Tarjan-!urston, 1988) 

Vertices are triangulations and edges come from flipping 
diagonals:
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FIGURE 4. The rotation graph of a hexagon, RG(6). 

The added symmetry revealed in the triangulation system that is hidden in 
the binary tree system enables us to improve Culik and Wood's upper bound on 
d (n) from 2n - 6 to 2n - 10 . 

Lemma 2. d(n):::; 2n - 10 for all n> 12. 

Proof. Any triangulation of an n-gon has n - 3 diagonals. Given any vertex 
x of degree deg(x) < n - 3, we can increase deg(x) by one by a suitable flip. 
Thus in n-3-deg(x) flips we can produce the unique triangulation all of whose 
diagonals have one end at x. It follows that given any two triangulations " and 
'2 we can convert " into '2 in 2n-6-deg,(x)-deg2(x) flips, where x is any 
vertex and the degree of x is deg, (x) in " and deg2 (x) in '2' The average 
over vertices x of deg, (x) is 2 - 6/n, and of deg, (x) + deg2(x) is 4 - 12/n . 
It follows that if n> 12, there is a vertex x such that deg, (x) + deg2 (x) 4. 
o 

The following lemma about sequences of diagonal flips shows that in some 
situations it is easy to find the first flip in an optimal sequence of flips. 

Lemma 3. (a) If it is possible to flip one diagonal of " creating ,; so that ,; 
has one more diagonal in common with '2 than does '" then there exists a 
shortest path from " to '2 in which the first flip creates ,;. (b) If " and '2 
have a diagonal in common, then a shortest path from " to '2 never flips this 
diagonal. In fact, any path that flips this diagonal is at least two flips longer than 
a shortest path. 

Proof. Let S be a sequence of adjacent triangulations connecting " to '2' 

S=to(="),t,,t2, ... ,tk (='2)· 



!eorem (Sleator-Tarjan-!urston) 

For sufficiently large n, the diameter of the flip 
graph of an n-gon is 2n-10. 
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FIGURE 4. The rotation graph of a hexagon, RG(6). 
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!eorem (Pournin) 

For n>12 the diameter of the flip graph of an n-gon 
is 2n-10. 
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All visualizations made using Gephi and a visualization 
algorithm of Yifan Hu.

Visualizing Flip Graphs  
With Mark Bell and Lionel Pournin



!e flip graphs of n-gons for n=5, 7 and 9

Visualizing Flip Graphs  
With Mark Bell and Lionel Pournin



\
!e flip graph for 

n=11



!e modular graph for n=11



!eorem (P.-Pournin) 

!e diameter of the flip graph of a torus with n>0 
boundary vertices is somewhere between  
5n/2  and 23n/8.

Flip Graphs of one-holed tori 



\
Torus flip graphs

n=3 n=4



\





!e diameter of the Chroma-disk graph is 8.



Puzzle graphs for square tiled translation surfaces 
With Mario Guttierez and Paul Turner

From C. Matheus’ lecture notes 





































































Math talks invariably bring joy.  
Sometimes it is when they end.








































































